Neurons and the synaptic basis of the fMRI signal associated with cognitive flexibility.
The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) is well known to test cognitive flexibility in terms of set-shifting capabilities. Many fMRI studies with behaving monkeys as well as human subjects have shown transient neural activity in the Prefrontal Cortex (PFC), as indicated by an increase in the fMRI signal, following a rule change in the WCST or when using a WCST-like paradigm. We present a computational model, covering a limited number of PFC neurons and using precise biophysical descriptions, which is able to simulate WCS-like tests. Further, the detailed neuronal representation of the model allows us to calculate the resulting fMRI signal. Thus, we are able to analyze the adequacy of the model and its structure by comparing the calculated fMRI signal with the experimental data which in turn provides promising insights into the neural base of the increase in the fMRI signal.